With ADDITIVE Cloud Services, ADDITIVE offers you a simple option to enhance your own products and applications by cloud technology.

For this, ADDITIVE's service is to provide your company with a ready-to-use package including everything you need to extend your own product portfolio by Cloud Computing features. ADDITIVE Cloud Services are scalable and easily adjustable to your needs.

As a customer of ADDITIVE Cloud Services you obtain all turnkey technological components for the operation of your personal cloud solution. This includes the virtualization of server systems, the implementation of customized software as well as the ready-for-use supply of secure data communication and storage.

After setting up the cloud solution, ADDITIVE runs the cloud system on behalf of the customer.

Installation and operation of the customer-specified cloud includes:
- Selection of hardware systems and installation of your own Cloud Services
- Virtualization of your server systems
- Installation and configuration of application software
- Monitoring of system processes & performance analysis
- Backup of your system as well as user data
- Technical support for customers and users
- Supply of billing data
- Scaling of your system according to parameters for performance and growth

Additionally, you can include our field-proven ADDITIVE Webservice Platform in order to add further functions to your product portfolio, creating, for example, your own Measurement Technology Cloud or Quality Cloud.

Compute • Visualize • Automate
When designed as **Measurement Technology Cloud** – **ADDITIVE Cloud Services** offer special features to meet the requirements of mobile and stationary monitoring of sensors and measurement systems as well as M2M communication.

As our client, you and your customers benefit from the integration into the global mobile communication system and the secure data communication via VPN.

**Field-proven application areas:**

- Monitoring of conditions
- Data capturing and storing
- Remote testing, monitoring & reporting
- Telematics and fleet management

---

**ADDITIVE WebService Platform**

The **ADDITIVE WebService Platform** is a framework of software tools to analyze, capture, evaluate, and report technical and scientific data.

It distinguishes itself by defined protocols for data access and flexible data models for storing data. Moreover, powerful graphics libraries and a flexibly configurable import method are provided.

The **ADDITIVE WebService Platform** uses exclusively standard technologies and can therefore be integrated into your existing IT environment with minimum effort.
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**AQUA – ADDITIVE Quality Server**

**AQUA** represents the design of the **Quality Cloud** in form of web-based statistical knowledge management for quality assurance.

[www.additive-net.de/software/aqua](http://www.additive-net.de/software/aqua)
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ADDITIVE Cloud Services
Infrastructure · Platform · Software

Measurement Technology Cloud & Quality Cloud
Expand the Product Folio of Your Cloud Solution!

[www.messtechnik-cloud.de](http://www.messtechnik-cloud.de)

[www.qualitäts-cloud.de](http://www.qualitäts-cloud.de)
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ADDITIVE Soft- und Hardware für Technik und Wissenschaft GmbH
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